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Abstract. World-wide constraints on the supply of fossil fuel resources exist in conjunction with
stringent environmental constraints. Therefore, it is very important to develop advanced
technologies to reduce fuel consumption. The transmission efficiency of an automatic vehicle is
low because of the torque converter. Hence, in this study, a power reflux hydraulic transmission
system (PRHTS) was proposed. It is important to avoid the phenomenon of resonance in a
powertrain with a PRHTS, and thus it is necessary that the resonance point of a powertrain with a
PRHTS does not exist in the resonance region of the engine. A dynamic and mathematical model
of a powertrain with a PRHTS was developed to study the resonance characteristic of the
powertrain. The amplitude-frequency characteristic curve of a powertrain for different speed ratios
was obtained. The effect of torsional stiffness of the coupling and engine shock absorber on the
amplitude-frequency characteristics of a powertrain with a PRHTS were examined. The
simulation result indicated that it was necessary to exclude the resonance frequencies of the
powertrain with a PRHTS from the operation range of the engine.
Keywords: continuously variable transmission, powertrain, amplitude-frequency characteristics,
dynamic model, resonance frequency.
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Damping coefficient of engine shock absorber
Damping coefficient of the coupling
Kinetic energy of the component
Vibration frequency of the engine
Speed ratio of the transmission
Speed ratio of the 𝑖th component
Speed ratio of the final drive gear
Moment of inertia of the component
Equivalent moment of inertia of the engine shock absorber
Equivalent moment of inertia of the engine and crankshaft
Equivalent moment of inertia of the first planetary gear’s ring gear
Equivalent moment of inertia of the first planetary gear’s planet gears and carrier
Equivalent moment of inertia of the second planetary gear’s sun gear
Equivalent moment of inertia of the second planetary gear’s ring gear
Equivalent moment of inertia of the final drive gear
Equivalent moment of inertia of the axles and wheel hubs
Equivalent moment of inertia of the vehicle translation
Equivalent moment of inertia of the 𝑖th component
Original moment of inertia of the 𝑖th component
Equivalent torsional stiffness between the engine shock absorber and the crankshaft
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Equivalent torsional stiffness between the crankshaft and the input of PRHTS
Equivalent torsional stiffness between the output of PRHTS and the first planetary gear’s
ring gear
Equivalent torsional stiffness between the first planetary gear’s ring gear and the carrier
Equivalent torsional stiffness between the first planetary gear’s carrier and the second
planetary gear’s sun gear
Equivalent torsional stiffness between the second planetary gear’s sun gear and the ring
gear
Equivalent torsional stiffness between the second planetary gear’s ring gear and the final
drive gear
Equivalent torsional stiffness between the final drive gear and the axles
Equivalent torsional stiffness between the axles and the vehicle
Torsional stiffness of the coupling
Equivalent torsional stiffness
Original torsional stiffness
Torsional stiffness between the sun gear and the torque converter
Torsional stiffness between the input shaft and the torque converter
Number of cylinders in the engine
Mass of the vehicle translation
Vibration times per revolution
Rotational speed of the component
Equivalent rotational speed of the 𝑖th component
Original rotational speed of the 𝑖th component
Number of strokes of the engine
Wheel-rolling radius
Average torque of a cylinder
Amplitude of the 𝑘th order harmonic part
Torque of a cylinder
Vehicle speed
Initial phases of the kth order harmonic part
Equivalent angular
Angular of the input shaft of PRHTS
Original angular
Angular of the output shaft of PRHTS
Angular velocity of the crankshaft

1. Introduction
A powertrain has immediate impact on the power performance, fuel economy, and emission
performance of a vehicle [1-3]. Currently, several vehicles use an automatic transmission in a
powertrain to achieve drive-ability, torque amplification, and torsional damping characteristics
[4]. An automatic transmission mainly consists of a torque converter and a power shift
transmission [5]. The torque converter is the most important element of an automatic transmission.
The automatic transmission can de-couple an engine from the wheels and attenuate the torque
fluctuation of an engine. However, the efficiency of the automatic transmission is lower than
manual transmission [6]. Hence, it is extremely important to improve the efficiency of torque
converter. This study involved proposing a PRHTS using a torque converter that was appropriate
for construction vehicle [7-9]. Based on the requirements of the construction vehicle, it was
necessary for the torque converter to possess a high starting torque ratio and a wide high efficiency
range. Therefore, in the study, a double stator torque converter with a high starting torque ratio
and a wide high efficiency range exceeding 80 % was used [10-13].
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The motion of an engine crankshaft is periodic, and thus an engine has a resonance region.
With respect to the six cylindered diesel engine, the rational range of rotating frequencies of an
engine is between 40 Hz and 150 Hz (800-3,000 rpm) [14]. It is necessary to avoid resonance
phenomenon for a powertrain with a PRHTS. Therefore, the resonance point of a powertrain with
a PRHTS should not exist in the resonance region of the engine. Hence, there is no research
conducted on the analysis of a PRHTS. Thus, it is important to investigate the resonance
characteristics of a powertrain with a PRHTS. A previous study examined the resonance
characteristics of a PRHTS [9]. However, the vehicle powertrain were an integrated whole. Hence,
it was not sufficient to analyze the PRHTS by itself, and it is essential to analyze the resonance
characteristics of a powertrain with a PRHTS. An examination of the amplitude-frequency
characteristics of a powertrain with a PRHTS is more complicated than a PRHTS because a
powertrain with a PRHTS involves more components and degrees of freedom. In the present study,
a dynamic model of a powertrain with a PRHTS was established, and a simulation was conducted
to examine the amplitude-frequency characteristics of the powertrain with a PRHTS for different
speed ratios. The simulation results indicated that the rational range of rotating frequencies of an
engine has two resonance frequencies. The effects of the torsional stiffness of coupling and engine
shock absorber on the amplitude-frequency characteristics of the powertrain with the PRHTS were
examined to exclude the resonance frequencies. Finally, the resonance frequencies of the
powertrain with a PRHTS were successfully moved out from the rational range of rotating
frequencies of an engine.
2. The basic structure and operating principle of PRHTS
Variator elements (such as chain belt, torque converter, hydrostatic transmission, and electric
converter) involve low efficiency, and thus a PRHTS could improve efficiency by dividing the
input power of the system into two parts [15-20]. A part of the input power is transmitted by high
efficiency gears, while the other part is transmitted by a low efficiency variator element. The
power transmitted by the variator element decreases, and thus the transmission system efficiency
improve [21-24].

Fig. 1. A schematic and power flow of the PRHTS. 𝑇: turbine; 𝑃: pump;
𝑆 , 𝑆 : stators; 𝑟: ring gear; 𝑐: carrier; 𝑠: sun gear

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of a PRHTS. A major characteristic of a PRHTS involves the torque
converter with a reflux power path that comprises the turbine that is connected to the input shaft
of the transmission system and the pump that is connected to the sun gear of the planetary gear
train. The power flow of a PRHTS is shown in Fig. 1 and is described as follows. First, the power
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of the engine enters the input shaft of the PRHTS (as shown at the left side of Fig. 1). The power
is then transferred into the carrier of the planetary gear train. Most of the power is transmitted into
the ring gear (at the right side of Fig. 1), which corresponds to the power split characteristics of
the planetary gear train. The remainder of the power is termed as reflux power, and it enters the
pump of the torque converter via the sun gear. The reflux power enters the input shaft of the
PRHTS by torque amplification of the torque converter. The reflux power joins with the output
power of the engine, and the resulting combination enters the carrier. Therefore, the output shaft
of the transmission system has a continuous variable speed by means of the torque converter,
while the speed of the engine is constant. Therefore, a PRHTS is a continuous variable
transmission system.
3. A dynamic model of a powertrain with a PRHTS
3.1. The powertrain equivalent system
A vehicle powertrain is a very complex multi-body system. The front end of the powertrain
consists of the engine, and the rear of the powertrain consists of the driving wheel. The vehicle
powertrain includes moment of inertia and torsional stiffness that are unevenly distributed, and it
corresponds to a multi mass elastic torsional vibration system. Therefore, multi-body system
analysis involves certain difficulties. Thus, an equivalent system must be defined to focus on the
analysis of torsional vibration of the powertrain. In the equivalent system, all parts of a rotating
machine are converted into coaxial rotation. Additionally, it involves the following assumptions
with respect to the powertrain:
1) The vehicle operates in a stable condition without considering the engine start, shift, and
other transient conditions;
2) The large elastic and inertia components are simplified as springs;
3) The small elastic and large inertia components are simplified as rigid bodies;
4) The effect of bending and longitudinal vibrations on the torsional vibration of powertrain is
not considered;
5) The torsional stiffness and the moment of inertia of the components are simplified as an
adjacent rigid body;
6) The torsional stiffness and the moment of inertia of the free rotating components are not
considered;
7) The equivalent transformation of the torsional stiffness and the moment of inertia of each
shaft is performed;
8) The influence of the ancillary equipment is not considered;
9) The vehicle translation parts are translated into wheels.
As shown in Fig. 2, the powertrain equivalent system consists of the moment of inertia, the
torsional stiffness, and damping;

Fig. 2. The powertrain equivalent system
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3.2. Dynamic modeling of a PRHTS
Fig. 3 is the dynamic model of a PRHTS. A previous study established a dynamic model of a
PRHTS [9]. Therefore, the present study does not examine details of a PRHTS dynamic model.
As shown in our previous papers [9], it can be seen that the influence of the two dynamic models
of the torque converter was minor for simulation result of the amplitude-frequency characteristic.
In order to conveniently calculate, the quasi-static model is used to establish the dynamic model
of the powertrain with a PRHTS.

Cd
kd

kt

kp

Fig. 3. The dynamic model of the PRHTS

3.3. The equivalent moment of inertia and equivalent torsional stiffness of the powertrain
Moment of inertia is a measure of the rotational inertia of an object. Different rotating parts
have different rotational speeds due to the transmission speed ratio. For the purpose of
convenience in the computation, it is necessary for different rotating parts to be transformed into
inertia of the same rotational speed. Similarly, it is also necessary to transform the torsional
stiffness.
3.3.1. The computational method of the equivalent moment of inertia
Generally, engine speed is the transformation benchmark of equivalent moment of inertia.
Each component of a powertrain is transformed into engine speed. The transformation process
follows the principle of conservation of energy.
The kinetic energy of the component of the powertrain is expressed as follows:
1
𝐸 = 𝐽𝑛 .
2

(1)

The equivalent kinetic energy of the 𝑖th component must be equal to the original kinetic energy
as given by the following expression:
1
1
𝐽𝑛 = 𝐽𝑛 ,
2
2
𝑛
=𝑖,
𝑛
𝐽
𝐽 = .
𝑖

(2)
(3)
(4)

The principle of kinetic energy equivalent results in the following expression:
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1
1
𝑚 𝑣 = 𝐽𝑛 .
2
2

(5)

The equivalent moment of inertia of the vehicle translation is expressed as follows:
𝐽9 =

𝑚 𝑣
𝑚
=
𝑛
𝑛

𝑛 𝑅
𝑖 𝑖

=

𝑚 𝑅
.
𝑖 𝑖

(6)

3.3.2. Computation of equivalent torsional stiffness
Equivalent elastic deformation energy of the 𝑖th component must be equal to the original
elastic deformation energy and is expressed as follows:
1
1
𝑘𝜃 = 𝑘𝜃 ,
2
2
𝜃
=𝑖,
𝜃
𝑘
𝑘 = .
𝑖

(7)
(8)
(9)

3.4. Equilibrium equation of the dynamics of a powertrain with a PRHTS
Based on Fig. 2, the equilibrium equations of the dynamics of a powertrain with a PRHTS are
given by the following expressions:
𝐽
𝐽
𝐽
𝐽
𝐽
𝐽
𝐽
𝐽
𝐽

𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
𝜃

+𝐶
−𝐶
−𝑘
−𝑘
−𝑘
−𝑘
−𝑘
−𝑘
−𝑘

𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
𝜃

−𝜃 +𝑘 𝜃 −𝜃
−𝜃 −𝑘 𝜃 −𝜃
−𝜃 +𝑘 𝜃 −𝜃
−𝜃 +𝑘 𝜃 −𝜃
−𝜃 +𝑘 𝜃 −𝜃
−𝜃 +𝑘 𝜃 −𝜃
−𝜃 +𝑘 𝜃 −𝜃
−𝜃 +𝑘 𝜃 −𝜃
− 𝜃 = 0.

= 0,
+𝑘 𝜃 −𝜃
= 0,
= 0,
= 0,
= 0,
= 0,
= 0,

= 0,

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

4. A six cylindered diesel rational range of rotating frequencies of an engine
The mode of motion of an engine crankshaft involves reciprocating motion. Therefore, the
torque of a cylinder changes with the position of the crankshaft and creates a periodic variation
with time. The Fourier series representation of the torque of a cylinder is as follows:
𝑇 = 𝑇 + ∑𝑇 sin 𝑘𝜔𝑡 + 𝛼 .

(19)

Based on Eq. (19), the torque of a cylinder consists of average torque and torque harmonic
parts. The excitation torque of a powertrain is the sum of the torque of each cylinder.
With respect to the engine, the vibration times per revolution is influenced by the number of
cylinders in the engine and the number of strokes of the engine. The formula for calculating the
vibration times per revolution is as follows:
𝑁=
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The formula for calculating the vibration frequency of the engine is as follows:
𝑓=𝑁

𝑛
.
60

(21)

With respect to a six-cylindered four-stroke diesel engine, the vibration times per revolution
is three as calculated by Eq. (20). Based on Eq. (21), the vibration frequency of a six-cylindered
diesel engine with a rotational speed of 800-3,000 rpm corresponds to 40-150 Hz.
5. Amplitude-frequency characteristics of a powertrain with PRHTS
5.1. Amplitude-frequency characteristic of a powertrain with a PRHTS with different speed
ratios
A dynamic simulation model of a powertrain with a PRHTS based on MATLAB was
constructed. The equilibrium equations of the dynamics of the powertrain with a PRHTS are
reduced as first order explicit differential equations. The frequency of the sine wave was swept at
1 Hz/sec from 10 Hz to 600 Hz. Signal processing of the model outputs involved computing a
frequency response function given by the following expression:
𝐻 𝜔 =

𝐺𝑥
,
𝐺𝑦

(22)

where the input 𝑦 corresponds to dynamic engine torque, and the output 𝑥 corresponds to the
dynamic vehicle translation torque.
The Runge-Kutta integral method was adopted to derive the frequency response function.
Fig. 4 shows the amplitude-frequency characteristic curves, and dashed frame indicates operation
range (40 Hz-150 Hz) when the speed ratios of the PRHTS correspond to 0.1, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9.
There have two resonance frequencies in rational range of rotating frequencies of an engine. It
was observed that speed ratios do not impact the resonance frequencies of powertrain.
The resonance frequencies of powertrain with different speed ratios are identical, and thus it
is sufficient to study a certain speed ratio to represent the resonance frequencies of powertrain.
The resonance frequencies with all speed ratios are not in rational range of rotating frequencies of
an engine when the resonance frequencies of powertrain are moved out from rational range of
rotating frequencies of an engine.
5.2. Changing the amplitude-frequency characteristic of the powertrain with a PRHTS
As shown in Fig. 4, it was observed that there were two resonance points in the operation range
of the engine. It was necessary to change the components’ parameters of the powertrain with a
PRHTS to move the resonance point from rational range of rotating frequencies of an engine. It is
only easy to change parameters of the coupling of PRHTS and the engine shock absorber
throughout the powertrain with a PRHTS. It is necessary to analyze the torsional stiffness. Thus,
the effects of the torsional stiffness of the coupling and engine shock absorber on the powertrain
with a PRHTS amplitude-frequency characteristic were examined.
5.2.1. Changing the torsional stiffness of the coupling
Fig. 5 is amplitude-frequency characteristic curves of powertrain in which the torsional
stiffnesses corresponded to 2×106, 4×106, 1×107, 2×107 and 5×107 N·m·rad-1, respectively. It was
observed that higher resonance frequency of powertrain increased with the torsional stiffness of
the coupling in rational range of rotating frequencies of an engine. However, the lower resonance
frequency was not essentially changed. Therefore, the torsional stiffness of the coupling mainly
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affected the higher resonance frequency of the powertrain with a PRHTS. When the torsional
stiffness exceeded 1×107 N·m·rad-1, the higher resonance frequency of the powertrain with a
PRHTS was moved out from rational range of rotating frequencies of an engine. Therefore, it is
necessary for the torsional stiffness of the coupling to exceed 1×107 N·m·rad-1.

Output Torque/Input Torque

Fig. 4. The amplitude-frequency characteristic curves of the powertrain
with a PRHTS with different speed ratio

Fig. 5. The amplitude-frequency characteristic curves
of powertrain with different torsional stiffnesses

5.2.2. Changing the torsional stiffness of engine shock absorber
Fig. 6 is the amplitude-frequency characteristic curves of the powertrain with a PRHTS in
which the torsional stiffnesses of engine shock absorber corresponded to 5×103, 1×104, 2×104,
5×104 and 2×105 N·m·rad-1. It was observed that lower resonance frequency of powertrain
increased with the torsional stiffness of the engine shock absorber in the rational range of rotating
frequencies of an engine. However, higher resonance frequency was not essentially changed.
Therefore, the torsional stiffness of the engine shock absorber mainly affected the lower resonance
frequency of the powertrain with a PRHTS. When the torsional stiffness was less than
2×104 N·m·rad-1, the lower resonance frequency of the powertrain with a PRHTS is moved out
from rational range of rotating frequencies of an engine. Therefore, it is necessary for torsional
stiffness of the engine shock absorber to be less than 2×104 N·m·rad-1.
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Fig. 6. The amplitude-frequency characteristic curves of the powertrain with a PRHTS
with different torsional stiffnesses of engine shock absorber

6. Conclusions
In this study, the PRHTS was introduced to improve the fuel economy. The analysis indicated
the basic structure and operating principle of the PRHTS. The dynamic model of the powertrain
was established. The following main conclusions were obtained from the paper:
1) The simulation results indicated that the speed ratios do not impact the resonance
frequencies of powertrain. However, amplitude increased with speed ratios in the rational range
of rotating frequencies of an engine. Hence, the torsional damping of powertrain increased during
vehicle starting.
2) The torsional stiffness of coupling mainly affected higher resonance frequency of the
powertrain. However, the torsional stiffness of the engine shock absorber mainly affected the
lower resonance frequency.
Hence, it is necessary to exclude the resonance frequencies of the powertrain with a PRHTS
from a rational range of rotating frequencies of an engine by modifying torsional stiffness of
coupling and engine shock absorber.
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